FREE ENTRY FOR REFUGEES
Refugees and their families who have arrived in Leipzig or have been living here for some time are warmly
welcome in the TDJW (Theatre for Young Audiences Leipzig). We offer free tickets to selected performances.
More information: www.tdjw.de

Nowhere. Tired from the long hike, the three go to sleep. But the NEINhorn thinks of his family and we see Papa Unicorn
on his way to look for his child.

THE UNICORN THAT SAID NO [6+]

The next morning, the three of them suddenly find themselves in front of the Tower of Total Sadness. A princess is
locked up there, because there is always a princess locked up in such towers. The princess now asks the three to free
her. But this is difficult because the NEINhorn says „no“ again, the WASbär always asks „what“, the NAhUND always
answers „so what“ and the king‘s daughter replies „yes“ to everything. She is the King‘s daughter (because it sounds so
similar in German: Königstochter/ KönigsDOCHter).

We see a man on stage in a green costume reminiscent of a fern plant. This is our musician, who is about to tell the fairy
tale of a little unicorn that always says „no“ to everything. That‘s why his family calls him the „unicorn that said no“ or in
German the „NEINhorn“ (because NEINhorn sounds very similar to unicorn in German: Einhorn / NEINhorn).

After a great confusion of languages, it comes out that it was the King‘s daughter‘s father who locked her in the tower
because she always talked back. And this father is none other than our green musician. Without further hesitation, the
three companions now free the King‘s daughter. The four of them are strong and explain that children must be
respected. The father understands and admits how wrong it was to put his child in the tower.

And there it is, the little unicorn, with its horn on its head right. He lives in the sugar-sweet, pink Heart Forest with his
whole family: mummy unicorn, daddy unicorn, aunt unicorn and brother unicorn. The unicorns here are always in a
super good mood and always very happy. This constant need to be happy gets on our little unicorn‘s nerves. He can‘t tell
us his own story the way he wants to because he is constantly interrupted. And when it has feelings other than being
happy, when it‘s angry, in a bad mood or generally finds everything crap, there‘s no room for it here. And that‘s why the
little unicorn always decides to say „no“ to everything. (Hence his name.)
For his family, this behaviour is very strange. They try everything possible to make the NEINhorn happy: singing, dancing,
sports, computer games. Since none of this helps, the family decide to give it up and the NEINhorn leaves the Heart
Forest. But Papa Unicorn is sad; from now on he will always come back to look for his little NEINhorn.
Finally free of the monotonous „need to be always happy“, the NEINhorn enjoys its new freedom. It digs in the dirt,
eats rotten apples until it gets sick and plays with the musician dog and cat. Now the NEIN-horn is really happy. When
he comes to a river, he meets a strange yellow figure who can make beautiful soap bubbles. After a brief fright at the
first encounter, it turns out to be a raccoon. But he is hard of hearing and always asks „What? That‘s why he is called the
„WASbär“ (because in German it sounds very similar to raccoon: Waschbär/ WASbär). The two become friends and from
now on they go through the world together.
As they walk along, they meet a pink, shaggy creature with a trumpet. It is a dog. The NEINhorn finds him very
interesting, but the dog acts super cool and unapproachable and simply replies „so what“ to everything the NEINhorn
says! Now it is clear to the NEINhorn who they are dealing with here: this is the „NAhUND“ (because that sounds quite
similar in German again: Hund/ NaHund). The NEINhorn is happy to have found another friend. After some initial
hesitation, the NAhUND also admits that he really likes it.
Together with the WASbär, they move on towards Nowhere. On three panels they now tell us how they make their way
from their home in the Heart Forest, at the Bubble Lake and on the Sun Hill, through sun, wind and weather, to

The four friends now have a lot of fun together. But Papa Unicorn is still looking for his little NEINhorn. Finally he finds it.
The two are now reunited. And with so many new friends and daddy, the NEINhorn can‘t help but be happy.

